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Phoenix Mecano Introduces Line of Products for Oil and Gas Industry
Company Offers Ex Enclosures for Potentially Hazardous Environments
FREDERICK, MD – February 13, 2015 – Phoenix Mecano, a leading technology
company active in the production of enclosures and industrial components, has
introduced a line of enclosures for the oil and gas industry.
Phoenix Mecano now offers customizable explosion-proof and flameproof carbonloaded, fiberglass-reinforced polyester, aluminum or stainless steel Ex enclosures for
potentially hazardous environments. Customization options vary from the installation of
components either on or in the enclosure to changing the appearance of the enclosure
through screen-printing, engraving, and/or painting.
A team of in-house technical experts and engineers provide consumers with the right
enclosure for their specific application needs. Phoenix Mecano’s customer-focused
purchasing process encourages consumers to contact their North American facilities to
speak with an engineering expert before submitting an order for an Ex enclosure.
Contacting an industry expert to speak about specific enclosure needs increases buyer
satisfaction as it ensures the correct enclosure for the application is purchased.
The recent expansion of Phoenix Mecano’s North American operations into Houston, TX
supports the North American energy industry and further assists in providing
industry-leading expertise and assistance in sales and distribution. With knowledge of the
oil and gas industry from a worldwide perspective, Phoenix Mecano has the ability to
support clients and projects at local, regional, national, and international levels.
About Phoenix Mecano
Headquartered in Frederick, MD, Phoenix Mecano USA is the North American sales and
value-added manufacturer of the Swiss-based holding company Phoenix Mecano Group.
Through our Rose Industrial Enclosures, Bopla Electronic Enclosures, and RK
Automation Solutions product lines, our enclosure and automation solutions have been
protecting and moving the world’s innovations for over 30 years.

About Rose Industrial Enclosures and Bopla Electronic Enclosures
Rose and Bopla enclosure companies, product divisions of Phoenix Mecano USA,
manufacture an extensive line of off-the-shelf enclosures, machine control enclosures,
and suspension arm systems. The Rose line is suited for industrial applications and harsh
environments in a variety of materials including—cast and extruded aluminum, stainless
steel, fiberglass, polyamide, polycarbonate, and ABS. By contrast, Bopla produces a
diverse line of modular tabletop, instrumentation, handheld, and wall-mount plastic
enclosures designed to meet today's demands for aesthetic electronic applications.
About RK Automation Solutions
RK offers a broad range of machine tool components in aluminum and steel for
assembly, automation and production environments. RK Frameworks, an easy-toassemble extruded aluminum construction system, is ideal for building industrial frames,
workstations, machine guards and production lines. RK Clamps and Tubes, a diverse line
of cast aluminum clamps and tubing in metric/inch sizes, offers fast positioning and
repositioning of production line structures. The RK Stairworks system is a technically
perfect method for building railings, racks, perimeter fences, scaffolding, stairs and
working platforms of all kinds. RK Linears, a full complement of linear positioners, is
essential to the machine integration process.
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